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The Inauguration of the TALK SHOW series by EMPRESARIO, Entrepreneurship 
Club OF XIME, Bangalore kicked off in style. The club has always strived to inspire 
the students’ community inside the campus with practical activities having 
different taste and flavour . We could not think of anything better at this stage 
than having a one on one online conversation with one of the most trending 
faces of the Indian entrepreneurial community, Mr. Anubhav Dubey, Founder, 
Chai Sutta Bar .For the first time ever, all the three entrepreneurial wings of 
XIME Bangalore , Kochi and Chennai joined together to make this event a grand 
success. 
 
The Club’s first initiative to do something off-track by hosting an interactive 
rather than a conventional speaker session was a real hit as we witnessed 
around 100 footfalls that too in a weekday, where most of the second-year 
students were busy with their summer internships. The session started sharp at 
9:45 AM with a brief introduction of Mr. Anubhav Dubey by Miss Kathryn Hanna 
after which the host of the session Miss Vanessa Sagarika Alphonse (Vice 
President, EMRESARIO) took charge of the Q&A round. 
 
The active participation of students and faculties from all the three campuses 
during the Q & A session made the interactive session very lively. Mr. Dubey also 
shared his experience on his own entrepreneurship journey ; how a 
bootstrapped company with meagre resources in the initial struggleful days is 
going global with positive responses from all outlets including the foreign ones. 
Chai Sutta Bar’s specialty to serve tea in small clay pots gels so well with their 



innovative underlying message “Kiss the soil of your motherland while sipping 
tea in our clay cups “.  The session ended with a happy note from Ankit Karmakar 
, President , EMPRESARIO when his impromptu invite to Mr Anubhav Dubey to 
XIME campus for a physical interaction with the students was gladly accepted 
by Mr Dubey. 


